FUNDRAISER
WET & DRY BAG
Dear parents/guardians,
We would like to invite you to participate in our 'Wet & Dry Bag' fundraiser, where 25%
of the purchase price of all wet bags will go directly towards educational toys,
equipment and materials for our centre.

Recommended by teachers
The Kindergarten Wet & Dry Bag is a reusable, water
resistant bag, designed to keep a spare set of clothes
in, and to carry any wet and dirty clothes home again.
The Wet & Dry Bag is also extremely practical when
going swimming, while on holidays and more,
especially considering that there are no longer 'free'
plastic bags available at the supermarket check out.

The reusable Kindergarten Wet & Dry Bag is the perfect environment friendly solution as it
is reusable and practical for keeping your child's clothes together, preventing them from
getting lost.

It's time for a change!
Plastic has become one of the most harmful materials to our environment. It pollutes our oceans
while harming wildlife, and its filling up landfills faster than imaginable.
Making small changes to our everyday habits and swapping single use items for reusable
products, will have a huge positive impact to our planet!
By investing in a Kindergarten Wet & Dry Bag, you will not only be part of the fundraiser, you will
also save single use plastic bags from landfill!

Place your order by

Use coupon code

24.02.2019

KIDZMAGIC

WHAT DO I NEED TO DO?
1. Simply follow this link to the Mama's Natural Magic - Kindergarten Wet &
Dry Bag page. (Alternatively visit www.mamasnaturalmagic.com.au)
2. Select the designs and quantity of Kindergarten Wet and Dry Bags you
require. (No limit on quantity)
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after
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type your child’s name and group name into the order note section.
4. Complete payment by the above date.
5. All done! Your wet bags will be sent directly to our centre at the end of
the fundraiser drive and we will let you know once your new reusable bag/s
have arrived!

PLEASE NOTE
In order to be part of this fundraiser and raise money for our centre, you MUST
enter the above coupon code at checkout!
Only the Kindergarten Wet and Dry Bags are part of the fundraiser. If you
would like to order other products from Mama's Natural Magic, your Wet and
Dry Bag will be shipped to our centre with the rest of the fundraiser Wet and
Dry Bags while the remainder of your order will be shipped to your home
address.

To place your order visit

www.mamasnaturalmagic.com.au

